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Preposition Meaning Example 

Abide in ফা কযা I abide in Dhaka. 

Abound with রূ্ণ থাকা The Padma abounds with fishes. 

Abound in  প্রচুয রযভাণর্ থাকা Fish abounds in the Padma. 

Absorbed in  রনভগ্ন He absorbed in deep studies. 

Absent form নুরিত His absence from the function shocked me much. 

Abstain from  রফযত থাকা Everyone should abstain from smoking. 

Abhorrence of  ঘরৃ্া A drunkard has no abhorrence of wine. 

Accede to  যাজী ওয়া I acceded to his request. 

Acclimatize to  

নতুন ককান 
িাণন/জরফায়ণুত খা 

খাওয়াণনা 

I will need some time to get acclimatized to the 

new surroundings. 

Accuse of  রবণমাগ কযা He was accused of theft. 

Access to  রনকণে মাফায রধকায We have easy access to our headmaster. 

Accessible to  রবগভয Mr. Aziz is accessible to all. 

Acceptable to  গ্রর্ণমাগয Your offer is acceptable to me. 

Accommodate (one) 

with (a loan)  
াাময কযা He accommodated me with a loan. 

Accommodate to  খা খাওয়াণনা 
You should accommodate yourself to any 

circumstances. 

Accompanied by  াণথ রনণয় 
The politician joined the meeting accompanied 

by his supporters. 

Accomplished in  দক্ষ The boy is accomplished in painting. 

Accord to  প্রদান কযা They accorded a grand reception to the leader. 

According to  নুাণয He acted according to my advice. 

Account for  
ককান রকছুয জন্য 

ককরপয়ত কদওয়া 
We shall have to account to God for our deeds. 

Account to  
কাাণযা কাণছ ককরপয়ত 

কদওয়া 
We shall have to account to God for our deeds. 

Accountable to  
কাণযা কাণছ ককান রকছুয 

জন্য দায়ী 
We are accountable to Allah for our deeds. 

Acquit of  কফকসুয খারা কদওয়া He was acquitted of the charge of murder. 

Acquainted with  রযরচত I am acquainted with him. 

Accustomed to  বযস্ত Jerry was accustomed to hard work. 

Add to  কমাগ কদয়া Add this to that. 

Adhere to  করণগ থাকা I must adhere to my principles. 

Addicted to  খাযা কাণজ অক্ত He is addicted to gambling. 

Addiction to  ভন্দ্কাণজ অরক্ত Addiction to gambling is very bad. 

APPROPRIATE PREPOSITION: A - F 
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Adjacent to  ংরগ্ন His house is adjacent to mine. 

Adapted for  ঈণমাগী 
The story has been adapted for school boys from 

Gulliver’s Travels. 

Adapted from  গৃীত The story is adapted from Gulliver’s Travels. 

Adequate to  মণাপ্ত 
This little amount of money is adequate to my 

purpose. 

Admit to  বরতণ ওয়া I was admitted to Dhaka City College. 

Advantageous to  সুরফধাজনক This rule is advantageous to us. 

Adverse to  প্ররতকূর The new rule is adverse to our interests. 

Affection for/ towards  কে He has affection for/ towards me. 

Affectionate to/ 

towards  
কেযায়র্ He is affectionate to/ towards me. 

Affinity between (two 

things)  
াদৃয There is an affinity between the two languages. 

Affix to/ on  এঁণে কদয়া Affix this stamp to/ on the letter. 

Affected with  ফযথা রিষ্ট He is affected with sufferings. 

Afraid of  বীত He is not afraid of anybody. 

Agree with  ফযরক্তয াণথ যাজী ওয়া I agreed with him. 

Agree to  ককান প্রস্তাণফ যাজী ওয়া I cannot agree to your proposal. 

Agree on  ককান রফলণয় যাজী ওয়া I can agree with you on this point. 

Argue with  তকণ কযা Students should not argue with their teachers. 

Agreeable to  রুরচম্মত The climate of the place is agreeable to me. 

Ahead of  াভণন 
Mr. Amin reached here much ahead of the scheduled 

time. 

Aim at  রক্ষয কযা The police aimed at the robber. 

Akin to  াদৃযরূ্ণ My feeling for him is akin to pity. 

Alarmed at/by  বীত ন্ত্রস্ত We are alarmed at/ by the news. 

Alarmed for  অতঙ্কগ্রস্ত He is alarmed for my safety. 

Alight from (a vehicle), 

at, on  
ফতযর্ কযা/ নাভা 

He alighted from the car at the park/ The brid 

alighted on the roof of the house. 

Align with  ণমারগতা কযা 
The passers-by aligned with the police to fight 

the dacoits. 

Allegiance to  অনুগতয One must show allegiance to one’s leader. 

Alliance with  রভত্রতা 
Bangladesh has formed an alliance with 

Thailand. 

Allied with  রভত্রতাফদ্ধ Bangladesh is allied with India. 

Alive to  জ্ঞাত A politician is always alive to his flatterers. 

Alien to  রফণযাধী Flattery is alien to my nature. 

Allotted to  ফন্দেন কৃত The shares were allotted to the partners. 

Allocate to  ফযাদ্দ কযা 
The money was allocated to the club for social 

work. 

Allot to  ফন্দেন কযা Fifty shares were allotted to me. 
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Alternate with  মণায়ক্রণভ ঘণে Light alternates with darkness. 

Alternative to  রযফণতণ This question is alternative to that. 

Amazed at  রফরিত The authoress was amazed at Jerry’s duty. 

Ambition for  ঈচ্চাকাঙ্ক্ক্ষা I have no ambition for fame. 

Amenable to  ফাধয The lady is not amenable to reason. 

Ambitious of  ঈচ্চারবরালী I am not ambitious of fame. 

Amount to  রযভার্ ওয়া What does the total sugar amount to? 

Amused at/ by/ with  ককৌতুক কফাধ কযা I am amused at/ by/ with your story. 

Analogy between (Two 

things)  
াদৃয/রভর 

The teacher drew an analogy between the human 

heart and a pump. 

Angry with (a person) 

for (having done 

something)  
যাগারিত ওয়া He is angry with me for my idleness. 

Angry for  
ককান রকছু কযায জন্য 

যাগারিত 
He is angry for not getting any help form me. 

Angry at, about (a thing)  যাগারিত He is angry at or about my failure. 

Annex to  ংণমারজত কযা Annex this slip to the letter. 

Annoyed with (a 

person)  
কাণযা প্ররত রফযক্ত He was annoyed with me. 

Anxious about  রচরিত Students are anxious about their result. 

Antidote to/ for/ 

against  
প্ররতণলধক 

Paracetamol is antidote to/for/against fever and 

headache. 

Annoyed for  
ককান রকছু কযায জন্য 

কাণযা প্ররত রফযক্ত 
He was annoyed with me for my going there. 

Answer to  ঈত্তয কদওয়া He answered to my questions. 

Answer for  
ককান রকছুয জণন্য 

জফাফরদর কযা 
We are to answer to God for our actions. 

Antecedent (adj.) to  ফূণফতণী 
Happenings antecedent to his disappearance are 

being examined. 

Antecedent (noun) of  ফূণ রযচয় 
The antecedents of the person are not known to 

me. 

Antipathy to  ককান রকছুয প্ররত রফণেল I have an antipathy to smoking. 

Antipathy against  কাণযা প্ররত রফযাগ I have antipathy against him. 

Anxious for  ঈরেগ্ন I am anxious for the prize. 

Apathy towards  নীা He has a great apathy towards his studies. 

Apologize to  কাণযা কাণছ ক্ষভা চাওয়া 
The student apologized to the principal for his 

misbehavior.   

Apologize for  
ককান রকছুয জণন্য ক্ষভা 
চাওয়া 

The student apologized to the principal for his 

misbehavior. 

Apply for  দযখাস্ত কযা I applied to him for the post. 

Apprehensive of  বীত I am apprehensive of failure. 
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Apprised of  জ্ঞাত We were duly apprised of the event. 

Appear before  ারজয ওয়া It appears before me that he is innocent. 

Appear to  প্রতীয়ভান ওয়া It appears to me that he is innocent. 

Appear in  প্রকারত ওয়া The news appeared in the Ittefaq. 

Appeal to  
কাণযা কাণছ অণফদন 

কযা 
I appealed to him for help. 

Appeal for  
ককান রকছু কযায জন্য 

অণফদন কযা 
I appealed to him for help. 

Apply to  প্রণয়াগ কযা The rule does not apply to my case. 

Apology for  ক্ষভা প্রাথণনা 
The student had to apology to the teacher for his 

misbehavior.   

Appropriate to  ঈমকু্ত His remark was appropriate to the occasion. 

Appetite for  কু্ষধা I have no appetite for food. 

Apprise of  জ্ঞাত কযা I would like to apprise you of the fact. 

Argue about /over 

(something) 
মরুক্ত প্রদণন কযা 

I do not want to argue with you about (or over) 

the decision. 

Argue against/ for 

(something)  
মরুক্ত প্রদণন কযা He argued against / for the bill. 

Ascribe to  অণযা কযা Don’t ascribe any motive to my action. 

Ashamed of  ররিত I am ashamed of his conduct. 

Astonished at  রফরিত The authoress was astonished at Jerry’s integrity. 

Assure of  রনরিত কযা I assured him of my help. 

Ask (a person) for (a 

thing)  
চাওয়া He asked me for a loan. 

Ask about/ after কাঈণক কখাজঁ কযা He asked about/ after you. 

Aspirant to  ঈচ্চাকাঙ্ক্ক্ষী 
My friend is an aspirant to the post of the 

Principal. 

Aspiration for/ after  ঈচ্চাকাঙ্ক্ক্ষা I have no aspiration for (or after) riches. 

Assent to  যাজী ওয়া I assented to the proposal. 

Assign to  রনরদণষ্ট কণয কদয়া He assigned the task to me. 

Associated with  কাণযা াণথ জরিত He was associated with the organization. 

Associated in  ককান রফলণয় জরিত He was associated with you in the plot. 

Attacked by (a 

person)/with (disease)  
অক্রাি 

He was attacked by robbers on the way/ He has 

been attacked with fever. 

Attain to  জণন কযা He attained to greatness by dint of perseverance. 

Attribute to (a person)  অণযা কযা He attributed the loss to me. 

Attend to  ভণনাণমাগ কদওয়া Students should attend to their lessons. 

Attend at  গভন কযা He does not attend at his office in time. 

Attentive to  ভণনাণমাগী Students should be attentive to their lessons. 
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Attach to  জণুি কদওয়া I attached the documents to the application. 

Attend on  কফা কযা A nurse attends on patients. 

Approve of  নুণভাদন কযা I approved of his action. 

Aspire after/ to  অকাঙ্ক্ক্ষা কযা Man aspires after / to riches. 

Appoint to  রনণয়াগ কযা The Principal appointed him to the post. 

Ask for  কাণযা কাণছ রকছু চাওয়া I asked for a boy to chop wood. 

Avenge on/ for  
কাণযা ঈয ককান রকছুয 

প্ররতণাধ রওয়া 
I avenged on him for his rudeness. 

Atone for  প্রায়রিত্ত কযা A sinner has to atone for his sins. 

Authority on  রকছুণত রফণলজ্ঞ 
Dr. Shahidullah had authority on Bengali 

language. 

Authority over  অরধতয He has no authority over his sons. 

Authority for রধকায What is your authority for such a statement? 

Authority to  ক্ষভতা 
Only the secretary has authority to make 

payments. 

Attune to  রনভগ্ন Their minds were attuned to the music. 

Aversion to  রফতষৃ্ণা I have a serious aversion to smoking. 

Avail (oneself) of  সুণমাগ রওয়া I availed myself of the opportunity. 

Available to  জরবয ওয়া His help was available to me. 

Aware of  ফগত He is aware of the fact. 

 
Preposition Meaning  Example Example 

Ban (noun) on  রনণলধ There is a ban on the play. 

Ban (verb) from  রনণলধ কযা He was banned from entering the club. 

Bar to  ফাঁধা There is no bar to your trying for the post. 

Bare of  খারর/শুন্য The field is bare of trees. 

Bark at কঘঈ কঘঈ কযা The dog always barks at a stranger. 

Based on  রবরত্তয ঈয প্ররতরিত His allegation was based on facts. 

Bask in  কযৌদ্র কাাণনা In winter, people bask in the sun. 

Behave towards  ফযফায কযা Behave kindly towards the poor. 

Belong to  রধকাযী ওয়া This book belongs to me. 

Beware of  তকণ ওয়া Beware of thieves. 

Beg of  প্রাথণনা কযা I beg mercy of the Principal. 

Beg for (pray a person 

for a thing)  
প্রাথণনা কযা The poor beg for alms of the rich. 

Believe in রফশ্বা কযা I do not believe in overloading my stomach. 

Beneficial to  ঈকাযী Morning walk is beneficial to health. 

Bereft of  ফরিত Jerry was bereft of motherly affection. 

B 
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Bent upon  ংকল্পফদ্ধ He is bent upon going to the meeting. 

Bequeath to  ঈআর োযা রদণয় মাওয়া 
My father bequeathed a portion of his land to my 

mother. 

Bestow on  প্রদান কযা God bestows His mercy on us. 

Beset with কফরষ্টত The Principal is beset with flatterers. 

Bias against/ towards  ক্ষারতত্ব/কঝাঁক 
I have no bias (prejudice) against him (or towards 

anything particular). 

Blind of  ন্ধ The man is blind of one eye. 

Blind to  কদণখও না কদখা He is blind to his son’s fault. 

Boast of  দম্ভ কযা He boasts of his riches. 

Born in  জন্ম I was born in Khulna. 

Born of  জাত I was born of a middle class family. 

Born to  জন্ম কদওয়া A female child was born to her. 

Borrow from  ধায রওয়া He borrowed a book from his friend. 

Bound for  
ককান িাণনয ঈণদ্দণয 
মাত্রা 

The ship is bound for London. 

Border on  ীভািফতণী ওয়া His conduct borders on cruelty. 

Bow to  নত ওয়া You should bow to your superiors. 

Burdened with  বাযাক্রাি Jim was burdened with a family. 

Burst into  কান্নায় কবণে িা Suddenly he burst into tears. 

Burst out  ারণত কপণে িা They burst out into a laughter hearing my jokes. 

Busy at  ফযস্ত The student is busy at his desk. 

Busy in  ফযস্ত He is busy- in doing his work. 

Busy with  ফযস্ত He is busy with his lessons. 

Busy about  ফযস্ত He is always busy about nothing. 

Buy of  কাণযা রকছু ককনা I bought this book of him. 

Buy from  
ককান কদাকান কথণক 
ককানরকছু ককনা 

I bought this book from his shop. 

 
Preposition Meaning Example 

Capable of  ক্ষভ He is capable of solving the problem. 

Care for  গ্রাহ্য কযা He does not care for anybody. 

Care of  মত্ন We should take care of our health. 

Careful of/ about  মত্নফান ওয়া He is careful of/ about his health. 

Callous to  ঈদাীন 
We should not be callous to the sufferings of the 

poor. 

Capacity for  দক্ষতা We should have capacity for hard labour. 

Cause for  কাযর্ There is no cause for anxiety. 

Cause of  কাযর্ What was the cause of this accident? 

C 
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Cautious of  তকণ He is not cautious of his future. 

Caution against  াফধান We should take proper caution against cancer. 

Certain of  রনরিত  I am certain of it. 

Certify to (one’s 

character)  
প্রতযয়ন কযা He certified to my conduct. 

Characteristic of  কফরষ্টযরূ্ণ Honesty is the characteristic of his work. 

Charge to  দাফী কযা He charged the price to me. 

Claim upon/against (a 

person)  
ফযরক্তয ঈয দাফী I have no claim against him. 

Close to  রনকণে My house is close to my college. 

Clue to  তূ্র I found a clue to the mystery. 

Clear of  ভকু্ত We should always be clear of our debts. 

Cling to  করণগ থাকা One should cling to one’s plan. 

Certain of  রনরিত He is certain of passing the examination. 

Charge against  
কাাযও রফরুণদ্ধ 
রবণমাগ 

He brought a charge against me. 

Charge on  রবমকু্ত কযা The murder was charged on the innocent man. 

Clothed with  রিত Clothed with glory he stood up in the meeting. 

Clothed in  কাাক রযরত The lady was clothed in white. 

Collaborate with (a 

person)/ in/ on 

(something)  

ণমারগতা কযা 
The people collaborated with the police in 

rounding up the dacoits. 

Complacent about  িুষ্ট 
You should not be complacent about your 

examination result 

Compromise with (a 

person or party) on (an 

issue)  

অণাল কযা I cannot compromise with you on this issue. 

Communicate to  খফয কদওয়া Please communicate the news to my mother. 

Communicate with  
ংফাদ অদান প্রদান 
কযা 

I shall communicate with my mother. 

Coincide with  রভণর মাওয়া His opinion coincided with me. 

Compare with  
একআ জাতীয় রজরনণয 
তুরনা কযা 

Nazrul can be compared with Shelley. 

Compare to  ভ ফস্তুয তুরনা কযা Life may be compared to flowers. 

Commit to  ভখুস্ত কযা I committed the poem to memory. 

Comment on  ভিফয কযা He commented on the lecture. 

Commend to  প্রংা কযা The teacher commended the book to the students. 

Common to  াধাযর্ Death is common to all. 

Commence on  শুরু ওয়া Our examination will commence on Monday. 

Compensate for  ক্ষরতযূর্ কযা He will compensate for my loss. 
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Competent for  ঈমকু্ত He is competent for the post. 

Compete with  প্ররতণমারগতা কযা 
I shall not compete with you for the post of 

Principal. 

Complain to  
কাণযা কাণছ রবণমাগ 
কযা 

The teacher complained to the Principal against 

the unruly students. 

Complain against  
কাণযা রফরুণদ্ধ রবণমাগ 
কযা 

The teacher complained to the Principal against the 

unruly students. 

Comply with  ম্মত ওয়া He complied with my request. 

Composed of  গরিত Water is composed of oxygen and hydrogen. 

Complement on  প্রংা কযা 
The Principal complemented the student on his 

brilliant success. 

Conceive of  রচিা কযা I could not conceive of dishonesty in him. 

Concentrate on  ভণনাণমাগ কদয়া 
At last the unruly boy concentrated on his 

studies. 

Concerned in  ংরিষ্ট He is not concerned in the plot. 

Concerned for  ঈরেগ্ন Students are concerned for their result. 

Conclusion of  ঈংায People clapped at the conclusion of the meeting. 

Conclusion to  ঈংায This is the conclusion to the story. 

Conclusion from  ঈংায 
You can draw some conclusions from the 

incident. 

Concur with  একভত ওয়া 
The lawyer concurred with the decision of the 

client. 

Condemn to  দায়ী ওয়া The criminal was condemned to death. 

Condole with/ on  ভণফদনা প্রকা কযা I condole with my friend on his father’s death. 

Conducive to  ঈকাযী Early rising is conducive to health. 

Confess to  স্বীকায কযা He confessed to his guilt. 

Confide in  রফশ্বা কযা I can confide in his honesty. 

Confide to  রফশ্বা কণয ফরা I confided the secret to him 

Confident of  অাফাদী I am confident of my success. 

Confined in  অফদ্ধ He was confined in prison for a murder case. 

Confined to  মযাগত 
He was confined to bed by an attack of 

dysentery. 

Conform with  একভত ওয়া His words conform with his work. 

Conform to  ভান্য কযা We are to conform to social norms. 

Conformity with  নুাণয I did the work in conformity with the plan. 

Confuse with  তারণগার াকাণনা Don’t confuse liberty with license. 

Conceal from  রকুাণনা The criminal concealed many things from the 

police officer. 

Congenial to  ঈণমাগী 
The climate of new place is congenial to my 

health. 

Congratulate on  রবনন্দন জ্ঞান কযা 
The teacher congratulated the students on their 

bright result. 
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Preposition Meaning Example 

Conscious of  ণচতন I am conscious of my duties and responsibilities. 

Consist of  গরিত The committee consists of ten members. 

Consist in  রনরত ওয়া True happiness consists in contentment. 

Consideration for  রফণফচনা He was showed consideration for his old age. 

Consistent with  াভঞ্জযরূ্ণ His words were not consistent with his actions. 

Conspicuous for  গুরুত্বরূ্ণ Once Dhaka was conspicuous for Muslin. 

Contemporary of  ভাভরয়ক Nazrul was contemporary of Tagore. 

Contend with  প্ররতণমারগতা কযা He contended with a strong rival. 

Contiguous to  রনকেফতণী My residence was contiguous to my college. 

Contrary to  রফযীত বাণফ 
The student acted contrary to his teacher’s 

direction. 

Contrast to  কফাদৃয His action is contrast to his profession. 

Contrast with  কফাদৃয কদখাণনা He drew a contrast of Nazrul with Tagore. 

Contribute to  াাময কযা 
I contributed a good amount to the flood affected 

area. 

Control of, over  রনয়ন্ত্রর্ The man has no control over his sons. 

Converse with  অরা-অণরাচনা কযা I conversed with him on our national problems. 

Converted to  ধভণািরযত He was converted to Islam. 

Convict of  যাধী ফণর যায় কদয়া The criminal was convicted of murder. 

Convince of  রফশ্বা জন্মান The writer was convinced of Jerry’s honesty. 

Cope with  ভারনণয় কনয়া I failed to cope with the new environment. 

Correspond with  
রচরি ণত্রয অদান প্রদান 

কযা 
I regularly correspond with my family. 

Count for  রফণফরচত ওয়া His father’s advice counts for nothing on him. 

Crave for/ after  ফানা কযা I do not crave for/ after money. 

Credit to  জভা কযা The manager credited the amount to my account. 

Cure of  অণযাগয ওয়া The patient has been cured of his disease. 

Cure for  প্ররতকায Napa is cure for headache. 

Confer with  যাভণ কযা I shall confer with him about your prayer. 

Confer about  ককান রফলয় যাভণ কযা I shall confer with him about your prayer. 

Connected with  ম্পরকণত I am connected with that matter. 

Connection with  ম্পকণ He has no connection with me. 

Connection between 

two. 
ম্পকণ There is no connection between the 

Consent (verb) to  ম্মরত প্রদান কযা He consented to my proposal. 

Consent for  ম্মরত He gave his consent for the marriage. 
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Preposition Meaning Example 

Conspire with  লিমন্ত্র কযা 
His enemies conspired with his soldiers to ruin 

him. 

Conspire against 

(somebody)  

কাণযা রফরুণদ্ধ লিমন্ত্র 

কযা 
They conspired against the leader. 

Consult with (a person)  কাণযা াণথ যাভণ কযা I consulted with him about that matter. 

Consult on/ about  ককান রফলণয় যাভণ কযা I consulted with him on/ about the problem. 

Contact with  কমাগাণমাগ I have no contact with him. 

Contempt for, of  ঘরৃ্া I have a great contempt for him. 

Contented with  তপৃ্ত কযা He is contented with what he has. 

Converge on  জণিা ওয়া People converged on the parade ground. 

Co-operate with  ণমারগতা কযা I hope you will co-operate with me in this matter. 

Credence to  রফশ্বা/ প্রতযয় I do not give much credence to his report. 

Culminate in  
ণফণাচ্চ ীভানায় 

কৌঁছাণনা 
His fortune culminated in his promotion to the post 

of  Managing Director. 

 
Preposition Meaning Example 

Deal in  ফযফা কযা He deals in rice. 

Deal with  ফযফায কযা He does not know how to deal with a gentleman. 

Debar from  ফরিত কযা He was debarred from voting. 

Decide upon  রিয কযা The boy has not decided upon his programmer. 

Decide against  রফরুণদ্ধ রদ্ধাি কনয়া 
The judgment was decided against the innocent 

boy. 

Dedicate to  ঈৎগণ কযা 
Our Principal has dedicated his life to the service 

of the college. 

Defend from  যক্ষা কযা One should defend oneself from evil temptations. 

Defend against  রনযাত্তা রফধান কযা We should defend our country against all attacks. 

Defer to  ভরূতফী যাখা The discussion was deferred to the next meeting. 

Delete from  ফাদ কদয়া The book was deleted from the list. 

Delegate to  ন্যস্ত কযা The power was delegated to the subordinates. 

Deliberate upon   অণরাচনা কযা We deliberated long upon the matter. 

Delight in  অনরন্দত ওয়া I delight in sports and games. 

Deliver to  কদয়া I delivered his letter to his mother. 

Deficient in  দক্ষ The boy is deficient in English. 

Demand for  চারদা Jerry had no demand for high amount. 

Demand from or of  দারফ কযা I demanded the amount from him. 

Depend upon  রনবণয কযা I depended upon his word. 

D 
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Preposition Meaning Example 

Dependent on  রনবণযীর Our family is dependent on me. 

Deprive of  ফরিত ওয়া He was deprived of the property. 

Derive from  াওয়া 
Wordsworth derived much inspiration from his 

sister. 

Deserving of  কমাগয His honesty is deserving of praise. 

Desire for/ of  অকাঙ্ক্ক্ষা I have no desire for riches. 

Despair of  তা ওয়া A lazy boy always despairs of success in life. 

Descend from  ফংণাদূ্ভত 
He claims to have descended from a noble 

family. 

Desirous of  আচু্ছক My father is not desirous of wealth. 

Destined for/ to  রনধণারযত I am destined for teaching profession. 

Destructive of/ to  ক্ষরতকাযক Smoking is destructive of/to health. 

Detach from  রফরচ্ছন্ন He is detached from his family. 

Determined on  ংকল্প ফদ্ধ I am determined on carrying on my studies. 

Detrimental to  ক্ষরতকাযক Smoking is detrimental to health. 

Deviate from  চুযত ওয়া My father never deviated from the truth. 

Devoid of  ফরজণত He is devoid of common sense. 

Devote to  রনণয়ারজত কযা 
The Principal devoted all his energy to the 

welfare of the college. 

Delighted at/ with  অনরন্দত He is delighted at/ with the result. 

Descendant of  জাত 
The Mughals claim to be descendants of the 

Mongolians. 

Die of  ককান কযাণগ ভযা He died of cholera. 

Die from  ককান কাযণর্ ভযা He died from over eating. 

Die by  
অকরিক ফা 
আচ্ছাকৃতবাণফ ভযা 

He died by suicide. 

Die for  অত্মতযাগ কযা We are ready to die for our country. 

Differ from  
এক ফস্তুয রত 

ন্যফস্তুয াথণকয কযা 
The rose differs from marigold. 

Differ with  রবন্নভত কালর্ কযা I differ with you on this point. 

Different from  থৃক This pen is different from that. 

Disgrace to  রিা A notorious boy is disgrace to his family. 

Disgusted with/ at  
কাণযা প্ররত ককান 

রকছুণত রফযক্ত 

The teacher is disgusted with the student at his 

misconduct. 

Dislike to/for  ছন্দ I have a dislike to evil company. 

Displeased with  িুষ্ট The teacher is displeased with the student. 

Dispose of  সুম্পন্ন কযা 
The Principal ordered the clerk to dispose of the 

file. 

Disqualified for  নুমকু্ত 
You are disqualified for the post for your 

overage. 
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Dispute with/ about/ on  রফফাদ There is none to dispute with my right. 

Dissimilar to  রফদৃ This pen is dissimilar to that. 

Distinguish between  াথণকয কদখাণনা Distinguish between the two. 

Distinguish from  

এক রজরন ণত ন্য 

রজরনণয াথণকয 

কদখাণনা 

He tried to distinguish right from wrong. 

Distract from  ভণনাণমাগী কযা 
The music distracted my attention from my 

study. 

Dispense with  ফযখাস্ত কযা 
The headmaster dispensed the clerk with his 

services. 

Difference between  াথণকয What is the difference between the two? 

Disappointed at  ককান রকছুণত তা He was disappointed at your failure. 

Disappointed of  ককান রকছুয জন্য তা He was disappointed of the prize. 

Disappointed with  কাণযা াণথ তা I am disappointed with him. 

Disagree with (one, on)  রবন্নভত ওয়া I disagreed with him on that point. 

Discriminate (one thing) 

from ‘(another)’  
থৃক কযা 

You should discriminate good boys from bad 

ones. 

Divide into  বাগ কযা He divided the mangoes into two equal halves. 

Doubt about/ of  ণন্দ I have doubt about his success. 

Due to  কাযর্/প্রায 
I could not go to college due to my illness./ The 

prize was due to me. 

Dull of  কফাধ রক্তীন The boy is dull of hearing. 

Dull at  কাচঁা He is dull at English. 

Divert from  থ রযতযাগ কযাণনা He diverted me from my purpose. 

Duty to  কতণফয We must do our duty to our parents. 

Dwell in  ফা কযা The manager dwells in a fine house. 

Dwell upon  অণরাচনা কযা The teacher dwelled upon the subject 

 
Preposition Meaning Example 

Expose to  নাফতৃ যাখা Don’t expose the syrup to babies. 

Expert at  দক্ষ The girl is expert at drawing. 

Expert in  দক্ষ Mr. Jalil is expert in English. 

E 
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Preposition Meaning Example 

Excuse from/ of  ক্ষভা কযা The Headmaster excused him from fine. 

Excuse for  ককরপয়ৎ His excuse for his absence was not granted. 

Expect from  অা কযা I expect a good result from my younger brother. 

Exclude from  ফাদ কদয়া He was excluded from the list. 

Exclusive of  ফাদ রদণয় 
The rent of the house is five thousand taka 

exclusive of utility bill. 

Exhausted with  িাি I am exhausted with hard work. 

Eager for  ঈৎসুক A greedy man is eager for riches. 

Earnest in  অগ্রী Students should be earnest in their studies. 

Eligible for  কমাগয He is not eligible for the post. 

Emerge from  কফয ওয়া Suddenly a tiger emerged from the bush. 

End in  পণরাদয় ওয়া All his attempts ended in smoke. 

Endowed with  বূরলত Sher-E-Bangla was endowed with many qualities 

Engaged to  ফাগদত্তা She is engaged to a doctor. 

Engaged in  রনভগ্ন He is engaged in writing a book 

Enveloped in  অচ্ছন্ন The sky is enveloped in black clouds. 

Envy at/ of  ককান রকছুণত ইলণা 
His heart was filled with envy at my grand 

success. 

Envious of  ইলণা যায়র্ He is envious of my success. 

Enquire of/ About  রজজ্ঞাা কযা He enquired of my whereabouts. 

Enter into  ক াকা The thief entered into the room at dead of night. 

Equal in/ with  ভকক্ষ I am equal in rank with you. 

Equally with  ভান বাণফ The manager is to blame equally with the clerk. 

Escape from  ভরুক্ত Man has no escape from death. 

Essential to  তযাফযক Health is essential to success in life. 

Excel in  দক্ষ The boy excels in painting. 

Exception to  ফযরতক্রভ There is an exception to every rule. 

Exempt from  রনষৃ্করত াওয়া 
The poor student was exempted from tuition 

fees. 

Exile from  রনফণারত The king was exiled from the country. 

Experience in  রবজ্ঞতা 
Professor Abdur Rashid has vast experience in 

English. 
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Preposition Meaning Example 

Faith in  রফশ্বা I have faith in his honesty. 

Faith with  রফশ্বস্ততা He has broken faith with me. 

Faithful to  রফশ্বাী The dog is a faithful animal to its master. 

Failure of  াপরযীনতা 
The failure of my younger brother in the 

examination astonished me. 

Familiar with  ঘরনি I am familiar with him. 

Famous for  রফখযাত Mohsin is famous for his kindness. 

Favourable for  নুকূর 
The soil of Sylhet is favourable for growing 

oranges. 

Favour of  ণক্ষ His report was in favour of me. 

Fear of  বয় The rich are in fear of their lives. 

Fear for  বয় কযা The rich fear for their lives. 

Fearful of  বীত I am fearful of enemies. 

Feed on  কখণয় কফণঁচ থাকা The cow feeds on grass. 

Fire at/upon  গুরর কযা The police fired at the criminal. 

Filled with  রূ্ণ The sailors were filled with fear. 

Fine for  জরযভানা He had to pay a heavy fine for his misbehavior. 

Fit for  ঈমকু্ত He is fit for the post. 

Fix to  রাগান Fix the stamp to the envelope. 

Fond of  রপ্রয় I am fond of meat. 

Fondness for  ছন্দ I have fondness for sweets. 

Foreign to  জ্ঞাত To tell a lie is foreign to an honest man. 

Forgetful of  রফিরৃতযায়র্ Man is forgetful of the past. 

Free from  ভকু্ত Man is not free from cares and anxieties. 

Free of  ফযতীত The goods reached free of cost. 

Frown at  ভ্রূকুরে কযা 
The teacher frowned at the boy who made noise 

in the class. 

Full of  রযরূ্ণ The glass is full of dirty water. 

Furnish with  াজাণনা The college was furnished with fine furniture. 

 

 

F 
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Word Meaning Synonyms  Antonyms  

Absurd (adj) 
ণমৌরক্তক/ 
াযকয 

unreasonable, illogical  reasonable, sensible 

Abandon (v) তযাগ কযা discard, drop, forsake, quit, 
leave  

pursuit, quest  

Abate (v) 
হ্রা কযা/  
কছাে কযা 

subside, decrease, lessen, 
diminish  

magnify, increase, enlarge, 
ameliorate  

Abbreviate (v) ংরক্ষপ্ত কযা shorten, abridge, trim, 
condense 

enlarge, expand, amplify 

Adulterate (v) 
কবজার 
রভাণনা 

contaminate, pollute, 
amalgamate 

purify, clean, smoothen 

Accord (v) রভর ওয়া admit, allow, grant, agree oppose, challenge,  disallow  

Accumulate  (v) 
জণিা ওয়া/ 
একত্র কযা 

gather, amass, assemble  scatter, disperse, disseminate 

Acknowledge (v) স্বীকায কযা admit, certify, accept, 
endorse 

deny, refuse  

Assist (v) 
ণমারগতা 

কযা 
help, aid, support oppose, obstruct  

Acme (n)  ণফণাচ্চ ীভা summit, pinnacle, zenith   lower point, base, nadir  

Admiration (n)  শ্রদ্ধা/ বারফাা appreciation, praise 
glorification  

hate, contempt, disgust 

Anxious (adj) ঈরেগ্ন  worried, alarmed, scared  assured, content, unworried  

Adopt (v)  
রনণজয ফণর 
গ্রর্ কযা 

assume, accept, approve  reject, disprove  

Ambiguous (adj)  ণন্দজনক doubtful,  dubious, 
enigmatic, puzzling 

clear, understandable, lucid 

Anonymous (adj) 
যরচয়তায 
নাভীন 

nameless, unnamed  named, singed  

Antipathy (n)  রফতষৃ্ণা/ ঘরৃ্া hatred, hostility, revulsion admiration, respect, love 

Authentic (adj)  প্রকৃত, খারঁে real, genuine, accredited  spurious, false unauthorized  

Awkward (adj)  
অনারি/ 
প্রস্তুত 

ungainly, slovenly, not 
skillful 

artful, adroit, skillful  

Amorphous (adj) 
রনযাকায/ 

রনয়তাকায 
 formless, unembodied, incor
poreal, unform 

definite, distinctive, 
shaped 

Antecedent (n) ফূণগাভী anterior, precedent, 
precursory, foregoing 

current, following, 
subsequent 

Annuity (n) ফারলণক annual, anniversary monthly, daily 

Anarchy (n) যাজকতা chaos, disorder, mess harmony, lawfulness 

VOCABULARY: A - F 

 

A 
 

http://www.thesaurus.com/browse/condense
http://www.thesaurus.com/browse/understandable
http://www.thesaurus.com/browse/definite
http://www.thesaurus.com/browse/distinctive
http://www.thesaurus.com/browse/shaped
http://www.thesaurus.com/browse/anterior
http://www.thesaurus.com/browse/precedent
http://www.thesaurus.com/browse/precursory
http://www.thesaurus.com/browse/foregoing
http://www.thesaurus.com/browse/current
http://www.thesaurus.com/browse/following
http://www.thesaurus.com/browse/subsequent
http://www.thesaurus.com/browse/harmony
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Word Meaning Synonyms  Antonyms  

Atheist (n) নারস্তক skeptic, infidel, misbeliever credent, believer 

Autonomous (adj) স্বারত independent, self-
explanatory 

subservient, dependent 

 
 

Word Meaning Synonyms  Antonyms  

Benevolent (adj) দয়ার/ু ফদান্য kind, unselfish  cruel, selfish, greedy  

Ban (n) রনণলধাজ্ঞা prohibition, restriction  
unrestricted, induct, 

unprohibited  

Brief (adj) ংরক্ষপ্ত short, succinct, concise  loquacious, prolix, copious  

Brutal  (adj) রনিুয/ ারফক cruel, inhuman  kind, soft-hearted  

Brittle (adj) বেুয 
fragile, frail, tenuous, 

breakable  

strong, wiry, enduring, 

resistible  

Belligerent (adj) 
মদু্ধভান/ 
মদু্ধফাজ 

militant, combatant calm, peaceful, cooperative 

 
Word Meaning Synonyms  Antonyms  

Cautious (adj) তকণ careful, alert careless, inattentive   

Calamity (n)  দুণমণাগ, দুঃখ 
mishap, misery, distress, 

disaster, affliction  

comfort, benediction, favor, 

bon  

Charitable (adj) 
দানীর/ দয়/ 

ক্ষভাীর 
generous, forgiving, humane, 

benign, beneficent  
miserly, unkind, malevolent 

Catastrophe (n) 

অকরিক 
দুঘণেনা/  

চযভ রযর্রত 

disaster, calamity, final 

outcome   
comfort, favor  

Compel (v) ফাধয কযা enforce, oblige, drive  set free, thwart, baffle  

Comprehend (v) ঈররি কযা  grasp, apprehend, surrender  
exclude, misapprehend, 

mistake  

Compulsory  (adj) ফাধযতাভরূক mandatory, obligatory  voluntary, optional  

Copious (adj)  প্রচুয 
plentiful, abundant, ample, 

bountiful, profuse 
scarce, deficient, scanty, rate  

Contaminate (v) দূরলত কযা pollute, adulterate  purify  

Carnivorous (adj) ভাংাী cannibal, flesh-eating vegetarian 

 
Word Meaning Synonyms  Antonyms  

Deter (v) রনফতৃ্ত কযা prevent, obstruct, stop assist, aid 

Decay (n)  ক্ষয়/ চন decline, collapse,  
downfall, rottenness 

growth, strength, robustness 

Demonstrate (v) প্রদণন কযা manifest, explain  veil, mystify, perplex, mask 

Deprive (v) ফরিত কযা debar, hinder, divest, 
separate 

add, assist, refund, repay 

Desperate (adj)  
ভরযয়া/ 
কফণযায়া 

daring, reckless, furious, 
hopeless, irretrievable 

clam, peaceful, hopeful  

B 
 

C 
 

D 
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Diligence (n)  
ধযফায়/ 
রযশ্রভ 

assiduity, industry, intensity 
laziness, indolence, 
sluggishness  

Doctrine (n)  ভতফাদ/ রফশ্বা dogma, precept, tenet, 
credence, confection  

schism, heterodoxy, 
falsehood, incredulity, 
skepticism 

Disput (n) 
রফফাদ/  

রফতকণ কযা 
argument, disagreement, 
contest, variance 

agree, accordance, congruity 

Dissent (v) 
ভতণবদ/ 

রবন্নভত ওয়া 
disagree, contend, dispute, 
disapprove, demur  

agree, approve, credit, 
section, endorsee  

Distract (v) 
ন্যভনস্ক কযা/ 
তফরুদ্ধ কযা 

perplex, bewilder, confuse, 
mystify, embarrass 

placate, mollify, assuage, 
mitigate, conciliate  

 
Word Meaning Synonyms  Antonyms  

Endorsement (n) 
নুণভাদন/ 
ভথণন 

approbation, commendation, 
consent, sanctions  

censure, reprimand, 
reprimand, reproach  

Endure (v) 
হ্য কযা/   
িায়ী ওয়া 

sustain, tolerate, undergo, 
persist 

falter, succinct,  
disperse, wane  

Enthusiasm (n) গবীয অগ্র 
earnestness, excitement, 
fanaticism, fervency, fervor, 
zeal  

apathy, ennui, unconcern  

Erroneous (adj) ভ্রাি faulty, improper,  
aberrant, iniquitous  

correct, right, proper 

Eternal (adj)  নি ceaseless, everlasting,  
infinite, perpetual  

ephemeral, finite, temporal, 
transient  

Execute (v) 
ম্পাদন কযা / 
প্রার্দণ্ড কদয়া 

accomplish, achieve,  
consummate, perform  

block, defeat, 
unaccomplished  

Exploit (v) কালর্ কযা manipulate, utilize,  
handle, manage 

ignore, neglect, waste  

 

 
Word Meaning Synonyms  Antonyms  

Fascinating (adj) 
অকলণর্ীয়/ 
ভণনাযভ 

charming, interesting boring, dull 

Feeble (adj) দুফণর/ ণমাগয frail, exhausted, faint, weak, 

dull 

forceful, stout, strong, 

vigorous 

Fragile (adj) বেুয 
breakable, brittle, feeble, 

frail, weak 
adhere, persist, stick 

Funereal (adj) কাকাফ mournful, dismal, obsequies cheerful, gay 

Frugal (adj) রভতফযয়ী economical, stingy, thrifty extravagant, wasteful 

Facile (adj) জ াধয 
weak, easy, docile, flexible, 

irresolute 

sturdy, difficult, determined, 

inflexible 

Fanciful (adj) কল্পনারপ্রয় 
eccentric, humorous, 

capricious, whimsical, 

imaginary 

literal, real, realistic, 

accurate, truthful 

F 
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Fertile (adj) ঈফণয 
productive, fruitful, rich, 

luxuriant, prolific, fecund, 

conducive 

unproductive, fruitless, 

barren, sterile 

Fidelity (n) রফশ্বস্ততা faithfulness, integrity, 
loyalty, honesty, truthfulness 

infidelity, disloyalty, 
treachery, faithlessness, 
dishonesty 

Flexible (adj) নভনীয় elastic, easy, changeable, 
yielding 

hard, rigid, inflexible, tough, 
stiff 

Florid (adj) ফণর্ণাজ্জ্বর ornate, flowery, adorned 
pallid, bare, chaste, 
unadorned 

Frightful (adj) বীরতজনক awful, terrible, dreadful, 
alarming 

attractive, beautiful, lovely, 
pleasant 

Facilitate (v) জতয কযা expedite, make easier hinder, deter 

Feasible (adj) ফাস্তফায়ন কমাগয practicable, workable impossible, impractical 

Feverish (adj) রত ফযাকুর zealous, ardent nonchalant, offhand 

Formidable (adj) বীরতকয/ দুদণাি dreadful, horrible enjoyable, pleasant 

Futile (adj) কামণকয/ ফযথণ ineffective, vain effective, successful 
 


